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Advanced Manufacturing is the second largest contributor to
the EU economy and represents a huge opportunity for exporters
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Million Enterprises

`

Million Workforce

% Contribution to EU’s GDP
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The European Commission have established a Task Force for Advanced
Manufacturing to raise the bar of Europe’s manufacturing industry
Accelerating the dissemination &
commercialization of advanced
manufacturing technologies

Boosting the demand for
advanced manufacturing
technologies

Reducing skills shortages and
competence details

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: European Commission, 2019

The mission of the Task Force for Advanced Manufacturing
Technologies for Clean Production is to co-ordinate EU efforts
to increase the competitiveness of Europe's manufacturing
industry through fostering the development, and speeding up
the market uptake, of European advanced manufacturing
technologies by industry.

`

The Task Force retains a large definition of advanced
manufacturing encompassing all production activities
applying cutting edge knowledge and/or non-technological
innovation leading to improvements of existing products,
processes and business models and to the production and
diffusion of new ones. Advanced Manufacturing includes
production activities able to improve production speed,
productivity, energy and materials consumption, operating
precision, waste, pollution management and enabling
resource-efficient and low emission production. The retained
definition is not linked to any particular industrial sector.
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Europe aims to be the home of future manufacturing
processes as five game-changing technologies arise
By 2025, up to $740 bn in added value
to the global automotive industry only

Industrial Internet of
Thigs (IIoT)

03

By 2030, up to $500 bn expected
Europe’s annual turnover

Additive Manufacturing
(AM)

By 2020, up to 20 million electric car
stocks globally

`
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Electrical Vehicles
(EVs)

By 2030, up to $50 billion,
expected EU market for IB-derived
products

By 2025, up to $6.4 trillion impact
on the global market

Advanced Industrial
Robotics (AIR)

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: EPMA, 2019
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Industrial Biotechnology
(IB)
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As countries across Europe set targets for the future of
manufacturing, sustainability and clean growth are at the heart

FR, DE, UK &
IT:
€1.75 billion in public
support from these
countries for the
European Commission
to fund the joint
European
microelectronics
project

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: European Commission, 2019

Germany:
By 2030, the German
government has set `
target of 25% of
national GDP through
manufacturing

Netherlands:

UK:

By 2025, 50% electric
vehicle target and by
2035, total ban on
diesel and petrol

By 2040, cars with
combustion engines
will be banned, and
an adoption of EVs is
desired
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Consumers also play a vital role in shaping
the future of the manufacturing industry in Europe
Customisation is Key

Consumers desire their products to be customised to their needs
and this extends to businesses too. 3D printing has been touted as a
revolutionary force in product customization. Benefits will be seen as
technology powering additive manufacturing becomes more
sophisticated and more businesses are able to leverage it for actual
consumer products, not just for rapid prototyping and tool creation.

Visibility Extends to
Beyond Tracking Delivery

By creating a more legible transport logistics environment,
businesses do more than just respond to the growing needs of their
consumers. In e-commerce, consumers now want to be able to
know where their products are in the production and transport
process at any given moment. This puts a real burden on logistics
and production planners alike to improve visibility within and without
their organizations and value chains.

Consumers as Creators

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Deloitte Insights, 2019

`

Beyond their rising interest in personalization and customization,
consumers are also increasingly apt to engage in the creation, or at
least the conceptualization, of the products they buy. This
phenomenon represents a shift in identity from passive recipient to
active participant — blurring the line between producer and
consumer.
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The manufacturing industry, like many others,
has been significantly impacted by COVID-19
Industrial Production Growth Rates by Selected
Industries, EU, March & April 2020

`

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Eurostat, 2020
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Despite this, advanced manufacturing and innovations developed
before the pandemic are helping to fight the negative impact of this crisis
European Support for
Companies

In March 2020 the European Commission adopted a Temporary
Framework for State Aid measures to support the economy during the
current COVID-19 outbreak that provides for five types of aid which can
be granted by Member States. This includes: Direct grants, selective tax
advantages and advance payments, state guarantees for loans taken by
companies from banks, subsidised public loans to companies, safeguards
for banks that channel State Aid to the real economy and short-term
export credit insurance

AI – Robotics vs. COVID -19

The European Commission launched an initiative to collect ideas about
deployable Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Robotics solutions as well as
information on other initiatives that could help face the ongoing COVID-19
crisis. AI in fact is useful in several applications like virtual healthcare
assistant (chatbot) to provide reliable information and clear guidelines,
recommended protection measures, check and monitor symptoms,
or facial recognition and fever detector (thermal cameras) for detecting
people with fever that have been deployed in airports, hospitals, nursing
homes, etc.

AMable Calls for Ideas

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: European Cluster Collaboration Platform, 2020

`

3D printing allows to produce specialized surgical instruments and medical
devices quickly and cost-effectively like valves, masks and everything that
may prove to be of primary importance in the fight against COVID19. AMable, the consortium supported by the European Commission,
published an open Call for Solution Ideas to fight COVID-19
adopting Additive Manufacturing.
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Additive manufacturing, is seen as a key technology in mitigating
the pandemic’s impact and also stimulating growth on the other side

The “citizen supply
chain”
`

3D-printed medical
devices and PPE

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: European Cluster Collaboration Platform, 2020

The “democratization” of 3DP combined with the COVID-19 crisis led to
an unprecedented situation. Everybody with a 3DP equipment at home
could be part of a “citizen supply chain.” A “maker” community led by
skilled engineers started working on the demand of PPE and other health
care products by mainly using 3D printers and household materials,
providing free support and access to their designs over the Internet.
Everyone with a 3D printer at home was able to access these designs and
prepare face shields/visors and other important required devices. The
“maker” or “citizen supply chain” community across the world, with
collaborators from industrial and academic institutions, organized and
established enormous networks in a short period, to distribute 3D-printed
items to health care professionals.

One of the first examples is the Milan's Issinova technology company that
after an intervention of a journalist brought a selective laser sintering (SLS)
printer to Brescia hospital (Italy) and immediately designed a new valve
for oxygen masks by scanning the original design. The device was tested
on patients, and after confirming that the 3DP item was excellent, the
company started producing new batches. Many print farms have also
been an initiative in Europe and the United States, with 3DP companies
offering their in-house facilities to support with the medical device
shortage around the world, using mainly three 3DP types: FDM, SLS, and
stereolithography (SLA). Moreover, Volkswagen, Nissan, Ferrari, Airbus,
and BMW are some of the big manufacturers that have also used their
facilities to manufacture medical products using 3DP.
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Lean & Flexible
Manufacturing

Lean and flexible
manufacturing, defined as
streamlining the production
process and improving
efficiency, whilst also remaining
adaptable and robust.
www.ocoglobal.com
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Germany
Dominates The
European Market,
and is synonymous
with high-quality
engineering and
manufacturing

€

5,335 14.9%
Billion EUR

Europe’s
Market
Value

Percent

European
Market
`
GDPs Share

European Landscape
Industrial production in Europe has recently surpassed its previous
high in 2008, with over 75% of the regions production generated by
6 member states, including Germany (28%), Italy (16%), France
(12%), The United Kingdom (9%) and Poland (5%).
www.ocoglobal.com

The European Manufacturing
sector has expanded consistently
over the past decade and now
contributes €5,335Bn to the
European economy, which
accounts for almost 15% of the
regions total GDP.
The key drivers in the market
include technological
development and improved
labour productivity through
enhanced skills and efficiency.
Meanwhile, some of the emerging
trends in the market include
green manufacturing and the
design and development of
electronic components.

15

Although lean manufacturing has been around for
many years it is still developing at a rapid pace

Lean Labour
Manufacturers are faced with thin
profit margins and increased
competition. This makes optimizing
labour resources and aligning them
with the most important business
projects and goals essential. And
they can do that through “lean
labour”. Businesses use scheduling
applications to schedule the right mix
of people and skills for each shift

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: corporatelivewire, 2019

Green Manufacturing `
Lean already has the goal of
eliminating waste, whether it is
material wastage or idle time. This
makes lean manufacturing a natural
fit with green manufacturing. Lean
manufacturing introduces a
systematic and continuous
approach to reduce waste in all
forms, while it balances this goal
against business objectives like profit.
Lean manufacturing encourages
improvements that achieve both like
eliminating overproduction, excess
inventory and rework

Lean in 3D

Lean in IoT

3-D printing is a natural fit with lean
manufacturing. While 3-D printing
isn’t completely new, it is receiving
attention because of how much
time, labour, and money it can save
everyone. Benefits of 3-D printing
include easier prototyping, shorter
lead times, cheaper and quickly
made customized products, greater
consistency, and efficiency. Locallymade products eliminate transport
costs and potential delays in
delivery. 3-D printing may allow
businesses to tap into new customer
markets at relatively low cost

Deeper supplier integration means
businesses could know that the parts
they ordered are literally in
inspection right now. It increases
safety and reduces downtime. Realtime data makes it possible to more
quickly optimize operations.
Businesses get far better process
control, learning about defects and
operations out of spec much more
quickly

16

Several key markets in Europe are driving the region’s growth
in lean manufacturing on a government, industry and academic level

Germany

Netherlands

Lean in Germany started 15 years
ago in the car-making industry,
automotive suppliers being the first
ones to be “infected” by lean
manufacturing. Today, there is not a
single automotive supplier without a
lean production system in place.
Lean has developed to a
management philosophy which
cannot be thought away

In the Netherlands, lean ideas are
taught in school, in universities and in
MBA programs. This means there is a
relatively high level of lean adoption
in the country. Interesting initiatives
are running in hospitals like the
Erasmus Medical Centre and
government agencies like the Land
Registration Office (Kadaster) and
Rijkswaterstaat (Infrastructure). Now
lean has shown it’s applicable
to primary education as well, with
great benefits to be reaped by
children, teachers and school
managers.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: The LMJ, 2019

`

Italy

France

The principles of lean thinking aren’t new
to Italian firms. Companies like Snia
Viscosa experimented with quality circles
in the mid-1970s, and Fiat started
implementing its own version of the
Toyota Production System in the early
1990s. That was the first “lean wave” in
Italy, which mostly involved larger groups.
Its effects were sizable, especially for the
diffusion of lean practices among
suppliers, but did not really permeate the
structure of the Italian industrial sector,
which is dominated by small and micro
firms often embedded in local clusters

The French OEMs are struggling to
keep up with the competition (PSA
announced it was closing one of its
large plants earlier this year, while
Toyota added capacity to its own
French plant), several French
suppliers such as Valeo and Faurecia
have fully benefited from their own
versions of the TPS. Faurecia is now
one of the largest automotive
suppliers in the world and the main
source of profitability for Peugeot, its
parent company, its growth
sustained by its own lean Faurecia
Excellence System.
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Technological advancements are at the forefront of
opportunities for advanced manufacturing exporters to Europe

Tech
Boom
The ever increasing demand for
personal devices, such as phones
and wearables, is having a
profound impact on the growth of
the manufacturing sector,
particularly as the industry strives
to develop and integrate smaller
yet more powerful components
into hardware.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: The LMJ, 2019

Med & Bio
Tech
As technological development
expands their usage
applications, the Medical and
Bio Technology industries are
playing an ever increasingly
important role in the growth of
the manufacturing sector,
fuelling design and innovation.

`

Automotive Infrastructure
innovation Augmentation
The Automotive industry is a key
driver of the European economy
and has been buoyed in recent
years with the proliferation of
electric and hybrid vehicles,
which also heavily feature
integrated electronic
components from an array of
foreign manufacturers.

The development and
integration of 5G technologies, in
conjunction with the surge in IoT
related infrastructure investments
throughout Europe, all of which is
in an effort to develop smart
cities, presents opportunities for
manufacturers that are
operating in the segment.

18

German
Manufacturing
Deep-Dive

19

Dominated by Germany, Europe’s most profitable manufacturers
earn billions every year thanks to the lean production system
Top 7 Biggest European Manufacturers
in The Lean Space, 2019

254
billion
USD$

`

157
142
Volkswagen
(Germany)

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Manufacturing Global, 2019

Daimler
(Germany)

Exor
(Italy)

104 101 100
BASF
(Germany)

Nestlé
(Switzerland)

Siemens
(Germany)

99
BMW
(Germany)
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The advanced manufacturing industry in Germany is very diverse,
with major opportunities across market and customer segments.

• 1,500 ”hidden champions” (world

market leaders) in Germany with the largest
share of approx. 1/4th active in the machine
building industry

`

• 99% of companies in manufacturing
sector are SMEs, which generate around
47% of gross value added

• Key opportunities in
state-of-the-art production technology,
automation or industry 4.0

www.ocoglobal.com
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3D Printing &
Additive
Manufacturing

3D printing, otherwise known as
additive manufacturing,
defined as the construction of a
3 dimensional object from a
computer-aided design model.
www.ocoglobal.com
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Germany
Dominates the
European market,
buoyed by industry
and setting the
standard for others
to follow

€

4.61Bn 14%
Billion EUR

Europe’s
Market
Value

Percentage

Europe’s
` Market
Growth

European Landscape
The European market is dominated by a number of key players,
including Germany, the UK, France, Italy and the Netherlands.
Meanwhile, sectors that primarily utilize such applications include
automotive, aerospace and defence and healthcare.
www.ocoglobal.com

The European 3d Printing and
Additives
manufacturing
sector was valued at over €4.6
Billion in 2019, and is expected
to grow at a compound
annual growth rate of 14%,
between 2020 and 2025,
reaching an estimated value
of €10.12Bn at the end of the
period.
The industry itself is buoyed by
declining production costs,
brought
about
by
technological advancements,
which is making the use of
such
devices
more
economically feasible.
23

Advances in additive manufacturing are continually
developing, becoming more accessible and more affordable

Compact
Modular Systems

Metal 3D
Printing

Previously, 3D printers and other
related devices were only
found in larger enterprises with
the capacity to integrate them
into their facilities, however,
technological advancements
have resulted in smaller, more
powerful printers, the size of
desktop computers, meaning
they are now more accessible.

As technology has
progressed, so too has the
number and types of
materials that can now be
used in 3D printing. Whilst
plastics remain the primary
component, other common
materials include metals,
resin and polycarbonates.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Formlabs, 2019
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Growing
Applications

Improving
Economics

A key driver in the
development of 3D printing
technology is their ever
expanding usage applications.
Not only can they be used to
print components for protype
electronics, but it is also used in
the medtech and biotech
industries, and as they grow, so
too will the opportunities

One of the primary drivers
behind the growth in the 3D
printing market is the declining
costs. Not only is the
technology itself cheaper, but
it also costs less to produce
certain components, making
the process more
economically feasible as a
whole.
24

Key markets such as Germany, the Netherlands and Belgium
are driving the growth of additive manufacturing in Europe

Germany

`
Netherlands

Belgium

BMW Group is behind much of this push, and
their dedication to additive
manufacturing for almost 30 years has not
gone unnoticed. From an investment in
a new AM facility in Munich to specialized
projects like restoring Elvis’ long-lost BMW 507
from 1958, their work in 3D printing has been
so prolific that by last year they had
fabricated over one million parts, harnessing
the untold power of this progressive
technology. Currently, 3D printing and AM
processes with metal are in force at BMW’s
facility in Munich, along with GKN Powder
Metallurgy’s factory in Bonn

A consortium of European companies has
started the first house 3D printing factory, in
Eindhoven. From a few isolated start-ups such
as Enrico Dini‘s D-Shape and Behrokh
Khoshnevis‘ Contour Crafting a few years ago
the market has now exploded to dozens of
purported 3D printing projects

In 2019, formnext in Frankfurt, and many
companies were there to showcase their
latest products, including Colossus, a
multinational 3D printing start-up based in
Belgium. At the trade fair, the start-up
introduced its aptly named Colossus 3D
printer, which it calls the largest and first fully
integrated transportable 3D printer in the
world. The Colossus was built with flexibility in
mind – it’s easy to add on features and
upgrade it, and the transportable 3D printer
works as a fixed unit as well. The Colossus is
adaptable to specific customer requirements
and has a fully customizable exterior

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: 3D Print.com, 2019
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The European market presents a huge opportunity for
exporters as it is a high potential market with a solid growth
Europe Plans “Leading
Role” in 3D Printing

Rapid Growth at 14% CAGR to
Reach $10.2 bn USD by 2025

the European Association
representing the common interests of
the Machine Tool Industries, has
responded to the resolution. “We
urge the European Institutions,
however, to firmly differentiate
between business-to-business (B2B)
and business-to-consumer (B2C) uses
of the technology, when
approaching 3D printing from a
regulatory perspective,” writes
CECIMO.

The Europe 3D Printing Market was
valued at USD 4.61 billion in 2019 and
is expected to reach USD 10.12 billion
by 2025, at a CAGR of 14% over the
forecast period 2020 - 2025. Europe is
a major hub for 3D printing
technology. The highest demand in
Europe comes from small and
medium-sized businesses that are in
need of high speed, reliable and
low-cost prototypes. Initiatives and
spending by government, the ability
to offer customized products by 3D
printing, increased efficiency, and
improved products are leading this
technology in Europe.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: 3D printing industry, 2018

Europe’s Commitment for
SMEs Development

`

In 2019, the European Union planned
to spend approximately EUR 300,000
in SMEs for the development of 3D
printing technology. Additionally, the
EU has has also established a number
of start-up initiatives, such as
FABulous, the 3D printing accelerator
programme, which seeks to assist 100
of the top companies innovate and
grow, in an effort to develop a
sustainable ecosystem that can
confidently meet the high levels of
forecasted demand in the coming
years.

Huge Variety of Industries

The increase in the rate of adoption
of 3D printing technology in various
application segments such as
industrial products, aerospace,
automotive, healthcare, education
& research, are facilitating the
growth of the market. Healthcare
and aerospace, have witnessed
significant penetration of 3D printing
technology. 3D printing is helping to
create more efficient processes in
the aerospace sector; aircraft
manufacturers have invested billions
in developing the use of metal
powders through this technology to
make turbine blades, jet engine
combustion nozzles & structural parts.

26

Canada and Europe
Voltera: A Canadian Success Story
Voltera is a Canadian based company, which has designed
and produced a small, custom PCB Printer for hardware
manufacturers and prototype developers.
The device itself aims to solve a number of issues which
companies face, for instance, they may lack the capacity or
resources to deliver such components internally, hence they
must outsource. This again leads to problems, such as
minimum order quantities from manufacturers, as well as time
delays, all of which hamper innovation.
In an effort to combat this, Voltera have designed a PCB
printer which is reliable and consistent, easily accessible and
offers the flexibility to print on various materials cheaply.

The company has collaborated with respected industry
bodies, such as Intelliflex, formely known as the Canadian
Printed Electronics Industry Association, and often mentors
companies on attending trade shows and networking events.
The company itself now exports globally and has a strong
consumer demographic in western Europe, in addition to the
Americas and Asia.

27
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Canada and Europe
Voltera: A Canadian Success Story

Voltera is a Canadian based company
which sought to tackle some of the key
issues faced by electronics
manufactures, who required custom
PCBs for prototypes, but did not have
the capacity to deliver them internally,
and subsequently had to rely on
outsourcing, which cost valuable
resources and hampered delivery.
www.ocoglobal.com

Voltera have created a Printing
Device, known as the Voltera V-One,
which enables any developer to build
hardware faster, by focusing on
Reliability, Accessibility and Flexibility.
This device in turn provides a cost
effective solution to address a number
of key issues faced by designers when
developing prototypes.

Voltera was initially designed by
Canadian students in collaboration
with an academic institution, and
following initial success they became
members of Intelliflex, previously the
Canadian Printed Electronics
Association, and now exports globally,
having won a host of prestigious
awards, including the Dyson Award.
28

Printed Circuit Boards
and Transmitters
Deep-Dive

Wearables and medical devices
push the growth in printed circuit boards

The European Market is growing at a
compound Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR) of 2.6% between 2016 – 2024,
and is expected to print over 6,150
million circuit boards annually, by the
end of the period. Germany is the
largest market, holding a 22% share in
overall production, and is forecasted
to grow at a CAGR of 3.6%
www.ocoglobal.com

Wearable electronics, flexible displays,
medical applications and flexible
technology are pushing the industry
increasingly towards flexible and flexrigid PCBs. Meanwhile, in countries
such as Germany, key market drivers
include advancements in IoT and
increased adoption of smart devices

The primary challenges facing the
industry over the coming years is
waste disposal regulations, as PCB
waste cannot be easily recycled,
hence, the cost of disposing the
material is expected to be a
constraint.
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Moves towards great automation opens the door for entry into
new markets for transmitters such as food and drink and healthcare

Europe is currently the leading
transmitters market, and estimated to
account for 40% of global demand,
which is equivalent to €1.2Bn.
The global market is forecasted to
grow at a CAGR of approximately
3.85% between 2018 and 2024, with
regions including Switzerland and
Germany leading the way.
www.ocoglobal.com

The market is primarily being driven by
technological development, which
has seen new usage applications in
industries, such as food & Drink,
pharmaceuticals & healthcare, oil &
gas and water, in addition to
traditional manufacturing industries, as
companies seek to implement
automation to enhance efficiency.

One of the primary constraints of the
Transmitter industry in Europe is the
stage of automation in its lifecycle, as
it is still in its infancy and is earmarked
to become a key usage application.
However, as the market develops and
matures alongside technology, it is
likely to present more opportunities for
companies.
31
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The Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement offers significant
advantages for companies in the Advanced Manufacturing industry
CETA offers opportunities to strengthen Canada’s relationship
with the EU in the Advanced Manufacturing sector.

Key benefits for the industry include:
Service exporters can benefit from access to EU
government procurement markets
100% of tariff lines on industrial products will be
eliminated from both sides over the coming years.
Under CETA, the EU and Canada have agreed to
accept the conformity assessment certificates issued
by conformity assessment bodies located in the other
party’s territory.
CETA streamlines entry and visa procedures to make
it easier for Canadians to do business in the EU and
for Canadian companies to hire EU professionals.

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Canadian Government
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The Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement offers significant
advantages for companies in the Advanced Manufacturing industry
EU tariffs will be eliminated on a range of manufacturing
products, including: machinery and equipment, from rates up
to 8 percent; medical devices, from rates up to 8 percent; rail
products, from rates up to 3.7 percent; electrical parts and
equipment, from rates up to 14 percent; and scientific and
precision instruments, from rates up to 6.7 percent.

Eliminated EU tariffs on advanced
manufacturing products

Technical barriers have been
minimised

Forward looking provisions

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: Phil Coleman Mp, 2019

`

Canada and the EU have negotiated provisions on regulatory
cooperation as part of the CETA, which aims to reduce
regulatory differences in an effort to remove non-tariff
barriers. The CETA will also establish a Canada-EU Regulatory
Cooperation Forum that will facilitate dialogue between
regulatory authorities, and also provide a mechanism for
Canadian manufacturers, which have domestic certifications,
to be recognised into the European Market.

The CETA also includes forward-looking provisions that allow
for the adjustment of the rules of origin to provide additional
flexibility, in the event that the EU strikes free trade deals with
other countries, such as the United States. Taken together, the
CETA rules of origin give Canadian producers the opportunity
to export to the EU market on a preferential basis now and in
the years to come.
34

Specific provisions that the EU
and Canada have agreed on CETA

Rules of origin
To claim preferential duty under CETA a product must be
deemed as originating in the territory of the exporting party.
The maximum percentage of the product’s total value
deriving from sources other than Canada should not exceed
10%.
A product that is considered originating in Canada or the EU
according to the terms of the Agreement can keep its
originating status even if transported via a third country

www.ocoglobal.com
Source: European Commission & Canadian Government

Proof of origin

`

For imports into the EU under this agreement the proof
of origin must be in the form of an ‘origin declaration’.
This declaration must be provided on an invoice, or any
other commercial document (excluding a Bill of Lading)
and describes the originating product in sufficient detail
to enable its identification and should contain the
Canadian exporter’s business number.
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Harmonized Standards: The CE Marking
A manufacturers statement of quality conformity in 6 Steps

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Test the product or
submit it to the
independent authority
to determine if it meets
the conformity
standards

Draft the required
technical information
and keep this
available at all times

Step 6

`
Identify the
applicable
directives and
harmonized
standards through
the European
Commission

Verify the
products specific
technical and
performance
related
requirements

Identify whether an
independent conformity
assessment needs to be
conducted by a
recognized industry
body

Affix the CE Marking and
draw up the EU declaration
of Conformity
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Transport and logistics between Canada and Europe
are well developed, tried and tested routes
Key Canadian Transport infrastructure includes The Port of
Vancouver, which is Canadas largest port, and North
Americas third largest in terms of tonnage capacity, handling
over 76 Million metric tonnes due to its strategic location.
Meanwhile, the Port of Halifax in Nova Scotia is Atlantic
Canada's largest container report. In Europe, The Port of
Rotterdam in the Netherlands is the regions largest port,
handling almost 469 million tonnes in 2018, Whilst, The Port of
Antwerp in Belgium is the second largest, handling over 200
million tonnes over the same period.
The Port of Hamburg in Germany is Europe's third largest port
and is known for its extensive storage capacity, and is often
used as a hub for re-exporting goods throughout Europe.
In contrast to seaports, Canadian air cargo ports moved only
1.27 Million metric tonnes annually combined.
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Key Canadian freight airports include Pearson International
Airport in Toronto, which alone handles 45% of Canadas air
cargo, in addition to Vancouver International Airport and
Calgary International Airport, all of which provide freight
services to Europe.

`

In Europe, The Charles de Gaulle International Airport in
Paris, France, which is Europe's largest cargo airport,
handles over 3.9M tonnes per annum. Other significant
airports include Frankfurt Airport in Germany and
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol in The Netherlands.
The typical transport route involves shipping goods from
either the Port Of Montreal or the Port of Vancouver in
Canada to key European ports, such as The Ports of
Rotterdam, Antwerp or Hamburg. Additionally, since the
CETA has come into effect, the number of Trade Routes
connecting Canada and Europe have expanded, and
now include passages through the Mediterranean basin.

Exporters have a number of options
to transport goods from Canada to Europe
The best transport mode will
depend on a number of
factors including costeffectiveness of
transportation, availability
and frequency of
transportation mode, type
of product, shelf life and well
as the customers demand
and requested timeline for
delivery.
Many exporters have used
multiple transportation
modes to deliver their good
to a market. Multimodal
combines the best features
of all modes and multiple
uses.

Air
Major cargo airports in the EU include
Charles de Gaulle, Schiphol and
Frankfurt. In Canada the Pearson
International Airport in Toronto handles
45% of Canada air cargo. Halifax
Stanfield Airport in Nova Scotia has
plans to increase cargo capacity at
the airport.

` method
It is the costliest transport
available and is not ideal for
transporting in bulk.
Road
This route is highly flexible, low cost,
and is best for bulk and finished goods.
However, there are size and weight
restrictions and can affected by
weather, road conditions and traffic.

Sea
Key Ports in Canada include Vancouver,
Montreal & Price Rupert. The Port of Halifax
in Nova Scotia is the largest container port
in the Atlantic region. Key ports in the EU
include Rotterdam, Hamburg and Antwerp.

Less expensive than air and plays a major
role, with specialized vessels and container
ships. Typically the slowest method of
transportation.

Rail
This route has limited flexibility. This is the best
for bulk and finished goods. Rail can carry
larger volumes over greater distances.
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General documents that must
accompany all products entering the EU

Commercial
Invoice

Customs
Value
Declaration

Freight
Documents

Freight
insurance

Packing List

Customs Import
Declaration (SAD)

`
Contains the basic
information on the
transaction and is
always required for
customs
clearance.

Must be
presented if the
value of the
imported goods
exceeds
20,000EUR
(30,419 CAD)

Depending on the means of
transport used the following
documents may be required:
 Bill of Lading
 FIATA Bill of Lading
 Road Waybill (CMR)
 Air Waybill (AWB)
 Rail Waybill (CIM)
 ATA Carnet
 TIR Carnet

Insurance invoice is
required for customs
clearance only when
the relevant data do
not appear in the
commercial invoice
indicating the premium
paid to insure the
merchandise.

Provides information
on the imported items
and the packaging
details of each
shipment.

All goods imported into the
EU must be declared to the
customs authorities of the
respective Member State
using the SAD. Declaration
must be drawn up in one of
the official languages of the
EU and must be acceptable
to the customs authorities of
the Member State where the
formalities are carried out.
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While CETA has eliminated most tariffs
there are still a number of non-tariff barriers in place
Licensing
Procedures

Documentation &
Customs Clearance

Industrial
Tariffs

Subsides for
domestic producers

`
To export certain goods to
Europe, Canadians may need
a license, which allows
government to restrict the
import of the product, simply
by restricting the number of
licenses it released. Those items
include food, and goods from
the environmental, strategic,
energy and automotive
sectors.

CETA does not remove the
need for customs checks
and obtaining the
relevant documentation.
However the agreement
has streamlined this
process and enables
customs checks prior to
goods departing for the
EU, in order to alleviate
some trade frictions.

In an effort to protect domestic
industries, the European Union
have retained a number of
tariffs on Automotive imports,
meanwhile Canada have
retained tariffs for importing
ships and other components,
This system works on the
principal of reciprocity, and
these these will gradually be
reduced away over a 3,5 and
7 year period. This is the most
favourable commitments both
sides have made to trading
partners.

In an effort to protect
domestic industries,
governments, such as the EU
and its Member States,
alongside Canada, provide
an extensive range of
subsidies for domestic
producers. This is in an effort
to retain productive
capacities and protect jobs,
and often covers key
industries, such as
manufacturing, which are
vital to the economy.
This is unlikely to change.
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Approach to Market for Advanced Manufacturing Companies
Industry Collaboration & Strategic Partnerships
Cluster Organisations

Private sector companies

`

Federal, Provincial and Municipal
government departments and
agencies
Education and Training Institutions
Research and Technology
Development Organizations (RTO’s)
and Industry Organisations
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Multiple factors shape the processes for Canadian companies
to export to Europe with confidence and resilience
Benefits of CETA extend to regulatory
cooperation, standard conformity,
government procurement, temporary
entry as well as trade in services

03
`

Through the CETA, all Canadian
industrial produce has tariff free
access to the European market

EU’s sustained demand for
Canada’s high-quality,
Advanced Manufacturing
exports

01

02

04

CETA provisions make it easier for short-term
business visitors, intra-company transferees,
investors, contract service suppliers, and
independent professionals to conduct
business in the EU

05

An open Bilateral Dialogue
enhances Canada’s ability to
influence the development of EU
policies, reducing potential
negative impacts of EU measures on
Canadian exports, and helps ensure
continued access for Canadian
industrial products to the EU market.
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OCO is a boutique consulting firm that specializes in supporting
private sector companies with their international growth ambitions
 Established in 2001, OCO are specialists in international
trade and investment. We provide consulting, lead
generation, research and representation services to
Economic Development Organisations and private firms
around the world.
 We have a proven track record of helping companies
access new markets, using our expertise, global
presence and local networks to accelerate exports and
international trade

`

 We support companies with market analysis, go-tomarket strategy, customer and partner search, meeting
agendas, representation, location selection and
establishment.
 OCO is the delivery partner for Atlantic Chamber on
the European Trade Programme with our teams based
in Brussels, Frankfurt, Paris, London, Dublin and Belfast.

www.ocoglobal.com
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OCO has a truly global presence
with 16 offices in key markets worldwide

`

KEY
OCO Owned Office
OCO Franchised Office

www.ocoglobal.com
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Europe Market Development
Program
Programme de dévelopment des
marches européans

First mover opportunity to diversify and expand export
sales in Europe.

Possibilité d’être un précuseur dans la diversification et
l’élargissement des ventes à l’exportation en Europe.

In-market trade development support to enhance
existing programs.
 Up to 20 days of in-market consultant resources
 Office / meeting space (subject to travel
restrictions)

Dispositifs de soutien au development du commerce sur place pour
completer les programmes existants.
 Jusqu’à 20 journées d’accès aux ressources dede
consultants sur place
 Locaux pour les bureaux et les reunions (en function des
restrictions frontalières)
`

Eligible applicants:
 Export ready exporters
 Fully-developed, exportable product or service
 Financial plan and operational capacity to
execute market plan
Initial focus – Belgium, Netherlands and Germany

www.ocoglobal.com

Critères d’admissibilité.
• Exportateur prêt pour marché
• Produit ou service entièrement développé et exportable
• Capacité financière et fonctionelle d’executer le plan
commercial
Priorités initiales: Belgique, Pays-Bas et Allemagne
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Program Contacts / Responsables du programme
 NB / N.-B. : Kristen Olson – E/courriel : Kristen.olson@oncanada.ca T/tél. : 506 461-4918
 NS / N.-É. : Pamela Rudolph – E/courriel : prudolph@nsbi.ca T/tél. : 902 424-6042
 PE / î.-P.É. : Bonnie MacDonald – E/courriel : bjmacdonald@gov.pe.ca T/tél. : 902
620-3508
`
 NL / T.-N.-L : Khizer Abbasi – E/courriel : khizerabbasi@gov.nl.ca
T/tél. : 709 729-5680
 ACOA / APECA : Alan Kinnie – E/courriel : alan.kinnie@Canada.ca T/tél. : 506 3819340
 ACC / CCA : Glenn Davis – E/courriel : glenn@atlanticchamber.ca T/tél. : 902 2920121
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CHALLENGE.
CREATE.
COLLABORATE.
www.ocoglobal.com

